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ABSTRACT
Traditional Chinese Medicine On-line Diagnosis System 
(TCMODS) is a web based diagnostic system which assists
Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) novices to examine a 
patient's health state. Through the four TCM diagnostic 
methods (inspection, auscultation and olfaction, 
inquiring, and palpation), diagnosticians will fill out a 
series of questionnaires regarding the data of patients' 
health state, and then the system will start to do the two 
processes: diagnosis of diseases and differentiation of 
syndromes via searching and matching its database where 
the patterns of TCM syndromes are stored, and the features
of Chinese herbs. Finally, the TCMODS will generate the
patient's medical record which includes the symptoms of 
disease, syndrome and prescription. All patients' medical
records will be stored in the database and allow
supervisors or diagnosticians to review.
The system also provides functions for administrators
and supervisors. Administrators can add, edit, and delete
all of the users' information, and backup and restore the 
system database. A supervisor user is able to update and 
maintain the information of TCM symptoms, syndromes and
herbs.
iii
The project is designed to be a multi-platform so the
interface is a normal web browser-and it is written in
HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language), JSP (Java Server Page), 
and it uses MySQL as database server to maintain the
information of users, diseases, and herbs.
iv
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Traditional Chinese Medicine On-line Diagnosis System 
(TCMODS) is an on-line system which assists Traditional 
Chinese Medicine (TCM) practitioners to examine a 
patient's health state. The system only allows
diagnostician user to operate the diagnosis function by 
entering a patient's symptom data. The diagnosis results 
will be stored in the database as patients' medical 
records. A supervisor user or diagnostician user can come 
back to the system and review the medical records at
TCMODS anytime they want.
1.1 Purpose of this Project
This project is a Web-based application that provides 
a user-friendly and simple interface to assist TCM 
practitioner determine a right diagnosis result. However, 
only a diagnostician user has the privilege to use the 
diagnosis function.
The project uses a regular Web browser with HTML 
(Hyper Text Markup Language) as the basic interface 
language. Users can perform booking activities via the 
Internet browser. The system also provides functions to
administrators. Administrators can maintain all users'
1
accounts and system database. The Web pages are written in 
HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) and JSP (Java Server 
Page), and they are served by Apache Tomcat server. All 
the data is stored in a MySQL database and accessed by JSP
In the system, a user's privilege and profession is 
very important; otherwise someone could get in the 
database and change the data like the patterns of 
syndromes which will impact on the diagnosis result or get 
sensitive information such as personal information of the 
patients. Therefore, all users must log into their 
accounts by using their usernames and passwords before 
using this system. A user's password will be encrypted
with MD5 before it is stored in database.
All user accounts are created by administrator users. 
Only an experienced and licensed TCM practitioner could be
assigned as a supervisor user and has the privilege to 
maintain and update the information of symptoms, syndromes 
and herbs. To run a diagnosis procedure, a user must log 
into the system as a diagnostician user that are only 
assigned to a person who has experience in practical TCM 
diagnosis process.
The Traditional Chinese Medicine On-line Diagnosis 
System is a very user-friendly web-based application. A
2
user will very easily get the use of this system as long
as s/he knows how to use a Web browser.
1.2 The Scope of Project
The Traditional Chinese Medicine On-line Diagnosis 
System offers the following functionality:
1. User account creation: it allows a system
administrator to create an account for each
supervisor and diagnostician with their 
necessary privilege, so;they can access and use 
TCMODS to do the service for patients.
2. Database- maintenance: TCMODS has a user
interface that allows an administrator user to
backup or restore system database.
3. User identification: it will identify a user's 
validity of accessing TCMODS.
4. Patient's data input: a diagnostician can gather 
a patient's data via inspection, auscultation 
and olfaction, inquiring and palpation, and then 
these data will be input into the TCMODS through 
its graphic user interface.
5. Disease diagnosis: it will integrate the 
symptoms that the physicians input, and then 
search and match with the patterns of each TCM
3
syndrome to identify the name of the patient's 
disease which are described as yin, yang, 
exterior, interior, cold, heat, deficiency (xu)
and excess (shi).
6. Chinese medicine formula generation: according 
to the diagnosis result, TCMODS will search and 
match the prescriptions in its database. 
According to the diagnosis result, TCMODS also 
provides a very friendly interface that allows a 
diagnostician user to edit the formula.
7. Report generation: the result of diagnosis will 
be output on the screen and be able to be 
printed via a connected printer.
8. Medical record tracing: All the■diagnostic cases
will be stored in the database and able to be
traced by authentic users.
1.3 Significance of the Project
The internet technology nowadays has reached a 
significant achievement and we could almost get any 
information we need via surfing on the internet with Web 
browser at anytime or anywhere where computer and Internet
are available. The TCMODS offers a simulated environment
to let users perform what they could do in the real world
4
via its simple and user-friendly interface. TCMODS meets
most functions and efficiency of a real Web-based
application of the real-life case and offers the extension 
of future development for more completed capabilities.
1.4 Definition of Terms
This section defines terms and abbreviations used in
the Traditional Chinese Medicine On-line Diagnosis System 
project document.
TCM - Traditional Chinese Medicine
TCMODS - Traditional Chinese Medicine On-line Diagnosis
System
Supervisor - Experienced TCM practitioners, who supervise 
diagnostician users of TCMODS in a clinic.
System administrator - A staff in the clinic, who takes
care of the system and grants access of the system to 
supervisors and diagnosticians.
Diagnostician - Clinic interns, physicians, and
practitioners who are able to access TCMODS and 
perform service to patients in a TCM clinic.
Patient - A person comes to get TCM treatment.
LINUX - A free Unix-type operating system originally
created by Linus Torvalds with the assistance of
developers around the world. Developed under the GNU
5
General Public License, the source code for Linux is
freely available to everyone.
Browser - A program which allows a person to read
hypertext. The browser gives some means of viewing 
the contents of nodes (or "pages") and of navigating
from one node to another.
Application Server - A server program in a computer within 
a distributed network that provides the business 
logic for an application program. The application 
server is frequently viewed as part of a three-tier 
application, consisting of a graphical user interface 
(GUI) server, an application (business logic) server,
and a database and transaction server.
ER Diagram - Diagrams that use Entity-Relationship model 
to design or describe database.
HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) - HTML is the lingua
franca for publishing hypertext on the World Wide Web 
It is a non-proprietary format based upon SGML, and 
can be created and processed by a wide range of tools
from simple plain text editors.
HTTP (Hyper Text Transfer Protocol) - The client/Server
protocol that defines how messages are formatted and
transmitted on the World Wide Web.
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Hyperlink - A link from a hypertext files to another
location or file; typically activated by clicking on 
a highlighted word or icon at a particular location
on the screen.
JavaScript - A scripting language that is widely supported
in Web browsers and other web tools.
JDBC (Java database connectivity) - A programming
interface that lets Java applications access a
database via the SQL language.
JSP (JavaServer Pages) - A Java technology that allows
developers to dynamically generate HTML, XML or some
other type of web page.
MySQL (Structured Query Language) - MySQL is an open
source relational database management system (RDBMS) 
that uses Structured Query Language (SQL), the most 
popular language for adding, accessing, and
processing data in a database.
MD5 - Message Digest 5, designed by Ronald Rivest. MD5 is 
a one-way hashing algorithm that produces a 128-bit 
hash. This algorithm is used for digital signature 
applications where a large message must be compressed
in a secure manner.
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1.5 Organization of the Documentation
The remaining sections of this document will be 
organized as follows: Chapter Two introduces the
architecture of Traditional Chinese Medicine On-line
Diagnosis System. Chapter Three is the software
requirement specification (SRS). Chapter Four illustrates 
the database design. Chapter Five presents the project 
implementation. Chapter Six is the system validation. 
Chapter Seven illustrates the maintenance manual. Chapter 




This chapter will briefly introduce the architecture 
of the project. The Traditional Chinese Medicine On-line 
Diagnosis System (TCMODS) project aims to be friendly and 
convenient for users. The components of TCMODS are a web
server, a database server, and a client browser. Browsers 
use the internet (TCP/IP) to make appointments through the 
web server under HTTP. The application server connects to
the database via TCP, and accesses database functionality
through JDBC.
In order to choose implementation components 
conforming to the criteria of the shareware standard, this 
project uses Tomcat as web server,- and MySQL as database 
server. The other components, such as the web browsers, 
are dependant on which kind of browsers the clients use.




The TCMODS is a 3-tier distributed architecture that
displays the user interface in a Web browser using HTML.
The middle tier is a Java Servlet (automatically created 
from JSP pages) that handles requests from the client 
browser and provides access to the third tier via JDBC, 
which is a MySQL database. The HTTP server is provided by 
Apache Tomcat, which also implements JSP and Java Servlet
APIs.
2.2 Hardware Interfaces
TCMODS will not implement hardware interface
directly. However, it will trust the underlying operating 




The software interfaces used in this project are
summarized as following:
• Operating system (Red hat Linux 9): Red Hat 
Linux was one of the most popular Linux 
distributions, assembled by Red Hat..
• Web Server/Container (Jakarta Tomcat Server): 
Tomcat server is a Java based web application
container that was created to run servlets and
Java Server Pages (JSP) in web applications.
• JAVA 2 Platform, Standard Edition (J2SE): A
Java-based, runtime platform that provides many 
features for developing web-based Java 
applications, including database access (JDBC 
API) interface technology, and security for both
local network and Internet use and it's required
in the Tomcat JAVA Container.
• Database Server (MySQL Server) .: MySQL is open
source database software, and it's popular.
MySQL also provides a JDBC driver to be easily
connected from a JAVA program.
• Java Database Connector (JDBC): MySQL connector.
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• MultipartRequest: A Java utility class to handle 
multipart/form-data requests, the kind of 
requests that support file uploads.
• JSPSmartUpload: A Java upload/download file 
components that developed by www.jspsmart.com.
• Languages: HTML/JAVA/JSP. Java Server Pages 
(JSP) was used because it provides a common way 
to programs to interface with Java containers. 
JSP is an extension of Java Servlet technology.
A Java Servlet can do the same tasks as JSP;
however, JSP makes it easy to mix HTML with Java
code.
2.4 Security
In order to make sure the validity and safety, TCMODS 
uses a Web Service password between the web applications 
and Web Service. The password will be encrypted with MD5





The purpose of the TCMODS is to utilize web service 
to provide a standardized TCM diagnostic procedure for 
beginners. The on-line diagnosis system will allow 
authentic users to access and perform its services through 
any web browser, which connected to the intranet in a 
clinic. This system provides the supervisors, system 
administrator, and diagnosticians in the clinic to perform 
the pre-divided tasks such as account creation, user 
identification, patients' data input, data analysis, 
disease diagnosis and syndromes differentiation, report 




The Traditional Chinese Medicine On-line Diagnosis
System is a Web-based application. Its interfaces are 
implemented on regular Web browser connected via Internet.
The hardware interface requirement is that it must 
run on the existing Web servers. The software interface 
requirement is that it must support current versions of
13
Web browsers (Internet Explorer, Netscape, Mozilla Firebox
etc.). The communications interface requires support for
Hyper-Text Transfer Protocol.
3.2.2 Product Functions
Figure 2.. Traditional Chinese Medicine On-line Diagnosis
System Use Case Diagram (Administrator)
14
System Use Case Diagram (Supervisor and Diagnostician)
3.2.3 Product Architecture
The system contains three main parts of architecture,
client side machine, Web server, and database.
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(1) Client side machine: It is required to have
internet browser and internet connection. This
machine can connect to Web server by HTTP
protocol.
(2) Web Server: This project uses Red Hat Linux 9.0 
as the operating system, and Apache Tomcat as
the application server. It establishes
communication between server and client machine,
and also between server and database.
(3) Database: MySQL database is used in this project.
To connect database, we use JSP to control when
to access the database, and which information to
access.




The database server used by Appointment System is 
MySQL. Once the database has been created using MySQL, all 
interfacing with the database will be done from JSP. One 
must note that all interfaces as seen by the users of the
system will be through pages with HTML forms generated
from JSP.
4.1 Data Analysis
The data for designing and implementing the schema of 
the database depends on seven main entities: user table, 
herb table, prescription table, syndrome table, symptom 
table, patient table, and medirecord table. The symptom 
table and syndrome table are connected by the
symptomsyndrm table with the relation of symptom_id and 
syndrome_id. The syndrome table and prescription table are 
connected by the syndrmprespt table with the relation of 
syndrome_id and prescription_id. The prescription table 
and herb table are connected by the presptherb table with 
the relation of herb_id and prescription_id. The patient 
table and medirecord table are connected by the relation 
of patient_key, date_created, and diagnostician_key.
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4.2 Database Schema Conceptual 
Model - Entity Relational Schema
All the entities and relations used in TCMODS are
described in the ER Diagram in Figure 5.
Figure 5. Traditional Chinese Medicine On-line Diagnosis
System Entity Relationship Diagram
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4.3 Database Schema Logical 
Model - Relational Schema
The conceptual model ER diagram maps into the
following relational table design. In the following tables
underlined fields indicate the primary key.
USER
USER KEY FIRST NAME LAST NAME MI GENDER
BIRTHDAY EMPL NO USERNAME PASSWORD ADDRESS
PHONE NUMBER PRIVILEGE EMAIL
PATIENT
PATIENT KEY FIRST NAME LAST NAME MI
GENDER BIRTHDAY .MARRIAGE PATIENT ID
ADDRESS PHONE NUMBER EMAIL URG NAME
URG PHONE BLOOD RH HEIGHT
WEIGHT CAREER
SYMPTOM
SYMPT ID CLASS ID METHOD ID . SYMPT NAME
SYMPT DESCRIPT
SYNDROME
SYNDRM ID SYNDRM NAME PATTERN ID SYNDRM DESCRIPT
THERAPY
HERB
HERB ID HERB NAME PROPTY ID HERB FLAVOR
HCLASS ID HTYPE^ID HERB DESCRIPT
MEDIRECORD
RECORD ID PATIENT KEY PATIENT ID PFIRST NAME
PLAST NAME PMI GENDER BIRTHDAY
AGE MARRIAGE ADDRESS CAREER
BLOOD GROUP HEIGHT WEIGHT SYSTOLIC
DIASTOLIC DIAGNOSTICIAN ID DFIRST NAME . DLAST NAME
DMI MAIN COMPLAIN ALLERGY SYNDRM NAME
PRESCRIPT INGREDIENT REMARK DATE CREATED
TIME CREATED KEY CREATED
Figure 6. Traditional Chinese Medicine On-line Diagnosis 
System Database Relational Schema - Part I
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ALLERGY
PATIENT KEY HERB ID
METHOD
METHOD ID METHOD NAME
CLASSIFY
CLASS ID METHOD ID CLASS NAME
HERBPROPTY
PROPTY ID PROPTY NAME
HERBFLAVOR
FLAVOR ID FLAVOR NAME
HERBFLAVORID
HERB ID FLAVOR ID
HERBCLASS
HCLASS ID HCLASS NAME
HERBTYPE
HTYPE ID HCLASS ID HTYPE NAME
PRESCRIPT
PRESPT ID PRESPT NAME CAT ID PRESPT DESCRIPT
PRESPTCAT
CAT ID CAT NAME
PRESPTHERB
PRESPT ID HERB ID DOSAGE REMARK
PATIENTPRESPT
PATIENT KEY PATIENT ID HERB ID HERB NAME
PROPTY NAME HERB FLAVOR DOSAGE HASALLERGY
DATE CREATED KEY CREATED
Figure 7. Traditional Chinese Medicine On-line Diagnosis
System Database Relational Schema - Part II
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SYMPTSYNDRM
SYMPTSYNDRM ID SYMPT ID SYNDRM ID
SYNDRMPATTERN
PATTERN ID PATTERN NAME
SYNDRMPRESPT
SYNDRMPRESPT ID SYNDRM ID PRESPT ID
PATIENTSYMPT
PATIENT KEY PATIENT ID SYMPT_ID SYMPT NAME
TYPESYMPT DATE CREATED KEY CREATED
PATIENTSYNDRM
PATIENT KEY PATIENT ID SYMPT ID SYMPT NAME
TYPESYMPT ISMATCH DATE CREATED KEY CREATED
Figure 8. Traditional Chinese Medicine On-line Diagnosis
System Database Relational Schema - Part III
4.4 Data Type and Detail
The logical model establishes the following detailed 
design in MySQL database. The following tables describe 
data type, length, primary key, null or non-null keys, and 
extra information, such as auto_increment.
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Table 1. Structure of Table USER
Field type null key default Extra








PASSWORD varchar(50) NOT 5 A
ADDRESS varchar(255)
PHONE NUMBER varchar(32)
PRIVILEGE int(11) NOT 'O'
EMAIL varchar(30)
DATE_CREATED date NOT '0000-00-00'
KEY CREATED mediumint(8) NOT 0
DATE MODIFIED date NOT '0000-00-00'
KEY MODIFIED mediumint(8) NOT '0'
STATUS varchar(30) NOT \ A
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Table 2. Structure of Table PATIENT
Field type null key default Extra




GENDER int(11) NOT 'O'
BLOOD Int(11) NOT 'O'




BIRTHDAY date NOT '0000-00-00'
MARRIAGE int(11) '0'






DATE CREATED date NOT '0000-00-00'
KEY CREATED mediumint(8) NOT 0
DATE MODIFIED date NOT '0000-00-00'
KEY MODIFIED mediumint(8) NOT '0'
STATUS varchar(30) NOT A \
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Table 3. Structure of Table SYMPTOM
Field type null key default Extra
SYMPT_ID mediumint(6) unsigned NOT PRI auto increment
CLASS ID smallint(3) NOT PR I 0




DATE_CREATED date NOT '0000-00-00'
KEYJ3REATED mediumint(8) NOT 0
DATE MODIFIED date NOT '0000-00-00'
KEY MODIFIED mediumint(8) NOT '0'
STATUS varchar(30) NOT A \
24
Table 4. Structure of Table SYNDROME
Field type null key default Extra
SYNDRM ID mediumint(4) unsigned NOT PRI auto increment
SYNDRM NAME varchar(80)




DATE_CREATED date NOT '0000-00-00'
KEY CREATED mediumint(8) NOT 0
DATE_MODIFIED date NOT '0000-00-00'
KEY MODIFIED mediumint(8) NOT '0'
STATUS varchar(30) NOT
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Table 5. Structure of Table HERB
Field type null key default Extra
HERB_ID mediumint (,6) unsigned NOT PRI auto increment
HERB NAME varchar(80) NULL
PROPTY_ID tinyint(2) unsigned NOT
HERB FLAVOR text
HCLASS_ID tinyint(2) unsigned NOT
HTYPE_ID smallint(3) unsigned NOT
HERB DESCRIPT text
DATE_CREATED date NOT '0000-00-00'
KEY CREATED mediumint(8) NOT '0'
DATE MODIFIED date NOT '0000-00-00'
KEY MODIFIED mediumint(8) NOT '0'
STATUS varchar(30) NOT
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Table 6. Structure of Table ALLERGY
Field type null key default Extra
PATIENT_KEY mediumint(6) unsigned NULL PRI
HERB_ID mediumint(6) unsigned NULL PRI
DATE CREATED • date NOT '0000-00-00'
KEY CREATED mediumint(8) NOT '0'
DATE MODIFIED date NOT '0000-00-00'
KEY MODIFIED mediumint(8) NOT 'O'
STATUS varchar(30) NOT A \
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Table 7. Structure of Table MEDIRECORD
Field type null key default Extra
RECORD_ID mediumint(8) unsigned NOT PRI auto increment
PATIENT_KEY mediumint(8) unsigned NOT
PATTERN_ID int(11) NOT '000-00-0000'
PFIRST NAME varchar(30) NULL
PLAST NAME varchar(30) NULL
PM I varchar(30) NULL
GENDER varchar(12) NOT
BIRTHDAY date NOT '0000-00-00'
AGE mediumint(8) unsigned NOT '0'
MARRIAGE varchar(12) A A
ADDRESS varchar(255) NULL
CAREER varchar(50) NULL









DFIRST NAME varchar(30) NULL
DLAST NAME varchar(30) NULL
DM I varchar(30) NULL
MAIN COMPLAIN text
ALLERGY text




DATE_CREATED date NOT '0000-00-00'
TIME CREATED time NOT '00:00:00'
KEY CREATED mediumint(8) NOT 0
DATE MODIFIED date NOT '0000-00-00'
TIME MODIFIED time NOT '00:00:00'
KEY MODIFIED mediumint(8) NOT '0'
STATUS varchar(30) NOT
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Table 8. Structure of Table METHOD
Field type null key default Extra
METHOD_ID tinyint(2) unsigned NOT PRI auto increment
METHOD NAME VARCHAR(20) NOT
Table 9. Structure of Table CLASSIFY
Field type null key default Extra
CLASS ID smallint(3) NOT PRI - 0
METHOD ID tinyint(2) NOT PRI' ' o
CLASS NAME VARCHAR(30) NOT
Table 10. Structure of Table HERBPROPTY
Field type null key default Extra
PROPTY_ID tinyint(2) unsigned NOT PRI auto increment
PROPTY NAME varchar(10) NULL
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Table 11. Structure of Table HERBFLAVOR
Field type null key default Extra
FLAVOR_ID tinyint(2) unsigned NOT PRI auto increment
FLAVOR NAME varchar(10) NULL
Table 12. Structure of Table HERBFLAVORID
Field type null key default Extra
HERB_ID mediumint(6) unsigned NOT
FLAVOR_ID tinyint(2) unsigned NOT
DATE_CREATED date NOT '0000-00-00'
TIME CREATED time NOT '00:00:00'
KEY CREATED mediumint(8) NOT '0'
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Table 13. Structure of Table HERBCLASS
Field type null key default Extra
HCLASS_ID tinyint(2) unsigned NOT PRI
HCLASS NAME varchar(80) NULL
Table 14. Structure of Table HERBTYPE
Field type null key default Extra
HTYPE_ID smallint(3) unsigned NOT PRI
HCLASS_ID tinyint(2) unsigned NOT
HTYPE NAME varchar(80) NULL
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Table 15. Structure of Table PRESCRIPT
Field type null key default Extra
PRESPT_ID mediumint(4) unsigned NOT PRI auto increment
PRESPT NAME varchar(80) NULL




DATE_CREATED date NOT '0000-00-00'
TIME CREATED time NOT '00:00:00'
KEY CREATED mediumint(8) NOT '0'
DATE_MODIFIED date NOT '0000-00-00'
KEY MODIFIED mediumint(8) NOT '0'
STATUS varchar(30) NOT A A
Table 16. Structure of Table PRESPTCAT
Field type null key default Extra
CAT_ID tinyint(2) unsigned NOT PRI auto increment
CAT NAME varchar(80) NULL
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Table 17. Structure of Table PRESPTHERB
Field type null key default Extra
PRESPT_ID mediumint(4) unsigned NOT PRI
HERB ID mediumint(6) NOT 0
DOSAGE mediumint(4) NOT 0
REMARK text
DATE_CREATED date NOT '0000-00-00'
KEY CREATED mediumint(8) NOT '0'
DATE_MODIFIED date NOT '0000-00-00'
KEY MODIFIED mediumint(8) NOT '0'
STATUS varchar(30) NOT X A
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Table 18. Structure of Table PATIENTPRESPT
Field type null key default Extra
PATIENT KEY mediumint(6) unsigned
PATIENT_ID varchar(11) NOT '000-00-0000'
HERB_ID mediumint(6) unsigned
HERB NAME varchar(80) NULL
PROPTY NAME varchar(10) NULL
HERB FLAVOR text
DOSAGE mediumint(4) NOT 0
HASALLERGY mediumint(4) NULL
DATE_CREATED date NOT '0000-00-00'
KEY CREATED mediumint(8) 'NOT '0'
DATE MODIFIED date NOT '0000-00-00'
KEY MODIFIED mediumint(8) NOT . '0'
STATUS . varchar(30) NOT A \
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Table 19. Structure of Table SYMPTSYNDRM




unsigned NOT ' PRI auto increment
SYMPT ID mediumint(6) NOT PRI 0
SYNDRM ID mediumint(4) NOT PRI 0
DATE CREATED date NOT '0000-00-00'
KEY CREATED mediumint(8) NOT '0'
DATE MODIFIED date NOT '0000-00-00'
KEY MODIFIED mediumint(8) NOT '0'
STATUS varchar(30) NOT 1 *
Table 20. Structure of Table SYNDRMPATTERN
Field type null key default Extra
PATTERN_ID tinyint(2) 
unsigned
NOT PRI auto increment
PATTERN NAME VARCHAR(20) NOT
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Table 21. Structure of Table SYNDRMPRESPT




unsigned NOT PRI auto increment
SYNDRM ID mediumint(4) NOT PRI 0
PRESPT ID mediumint(4) NOT PRI 0
DATE_CREATED date NOT '0000-00-00'
KEY CREATED mediumint(8) NOT '0'
DATE MODIFIED date NOT '0000-00-00'
KEY MODIFIED mediumint(8) NOT '0'
STATUS varchar(30) NOT
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Table 22. Structure of Table PATIENTSYMPT
Field type null key default Extra
PATIENT_KEY mediumin't (6) unsigned
PATIENT_ID varchar(11) NOT '000-00-0000'
SYMPT_ID mediumint(6) unsigned 0
SYMPT NAME varchar(80) NULL
TYPESYMPT varchar(4) NULL
DATE_CREATED date NOT '0000-00-00'
KEY CREATED mediumint(8) NOT '0'
DATE_MODIFIED date NOT '0000-00-00'
KEY MODIFIED mediumint(8) NOT '0'
STATUS varchar(30) NOT X 5
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Table 23. Structure of Table PATIENTSYNDRM
Field type null key default Extra
PATIENT_KEY mediumint(6) unsigned
PATIENT_ID varchar(11) NOT '000-00-0000'
SYMPT ID mediumint(6) unsigned 0
SYMPT NAME varchar(80) NULL
TYPESYMPT varchar(4) NULL
ISMATCH varchar(4) NULL
DATE_CREATED date NOT '0000-00-00'
KEY CREATED mediumint(8) NOT '0'
DATE MODIFIED date NOT '0000-00-00'
KEY MODIFIED mediumint(8) NOT '0'
STATUS varchar(30) NOT \ A
4.5 Page Flow Models
Page flow model shows the process of the pages, by 
reading these diagrams, you can easily understand where 
the page goes, and where it from.
The square in the upper section of the diagram stands 
for the link or button to other page. The lower section
stands for the content, the form field of the page.
4.5.1 User
Figure 9 represents the Login Page which is used by 
the user. According to the user's status, if the member 
successfully logins the system, the user will be
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redirected to three different User's Main Page:
Administrator, Supervisor, and Diagnostician; if not, the 
user will stay at the Login Page. If the user forgets 
his/her password, the user has to request Administrator
User to reset the password.
Figure 9. Login Page (User)
4.5.2 Administrator
Figure 10 represents the Administrator Home Page 
which is used by Administrator Users. Administrators can 
choose which function they are going to use, or logout to
the Login Page.
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Figure 10. Administrator Home Page
Figure 11 represents the User Accounts Page which is 
used by Administrators. Administrators can create or 
delete user accounts, edit user information, and reset 
user password through this page, or go to other pages 
through other links.
Figure 11. Administrators/User Accounts Page
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Figure 12 represents the Create New Account Page 
which is used by administrators. Administrators can create 
new accounts through this page, or go to Maintenance page 
by clicking the Maintenance link.
Figure 12. Create New Account Page
Figure 13 represents the Edit User Account Page which 
is used by administrators. Administrators can edit user 
accounts and reset user password through this page, or go 
to Maintenance page by clicking the Maintenance link.
Figure 13. Administrators/Edit User Accounts Page
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Figure 14 represents the Maintenance Page which is 
used by administrators. Administrators can maintain system 
database through this page, or go to User Accounts Page by
clicking the Accounts link.
Figure 14. Administrators/Maintenance Page
4.5.3 Supervisor
Figure 15 represents the Supervisor Home Page which 
is used by supervisors. Supervisors can edit their 
personal account information, view diagnosticians and 
patients' information, edit symptoms, syndromes, 
prescriptions and herbs' information through this page, or 
go to other pages through other links.
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Logout Return to Login Page
Supervisor Main Page Supervisor Main Page
Patient Info View Patients' Info Page
Diagnostician Info «*- View Diagnosticians' Info Page
Update Your Account ** Edit Personal Account Info Page
Symptom Info Create/Edit Symptom Info Page
Syndrome Info Create/Edit Syndrome Info Page
Prescription Info Create/Edit Prescription Info Page
Herb Info Create/Edit Herb Info Page
Figure 15. Supervisor Home Page
Figure 16 represents the Patient Info Page which is 
used by supervisors. Supervisors can view the patients' 
account info and medical records through this page and go
to other pages through other links.
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Figure 16. Supervisor/Patient Information Page
Figure 17 represents the User Accounts Page which is 
used by Administrators. Administrators can create or
delete user accounts, edit user information, and reset 
user password through this page, or go to other pages
through other links.
Figure 17. Supervisor/Diagnostician Information Page
Figure 18 represents the Update Account Page which is 
used by supervisors. Supervisors can update personal
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information, and reset user name and password via this 
page, or go to other pages through other links.
Figure 18. Supervisor/Update Account Page
Figure 19 represents the Symptom Info Page which is 
used by supervisors. Supervisors can create new symptoms 
and update or delete symptoms' information via this page, 
or go to other pages through other links.
Figure 19. Supervisor/Symptom Information Page
Figure 20 represents the Add Symptom Info Page which 
is used by supervisors. Supervisors can create new
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symptom's information via this page, or go to other pages 
through other links.
Figure 20. Add Symptom Information Page
Figure 21 represents the Symptom Info Page which is 
used by supervisors. Supervisors can update symptoms' 
information via this page, or go to other pages through
other links.
Figure 21. View/Edit Symptom Information Page
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Figure 22 represents the Syndrome Info Page which is
used by supervisors, 
and update or delete
or go. to other pages





Figure 22. Supervisor/Syndrome Information Page
Figure 23 represents the Add Syndrome Info Page which 
is used by supervisors.. Supervisors can create new 
syndrome's information via this page, or go to other pages 
through other links. '
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Figure 23. Add Syndrome Information Page
Figure 24 represents the Syndrome Info Page which is 
used by supervisors. Supervisors can update syndromes' 
information via this page, or go to other pages through
other links.
Figure 24. View/Edit Syndrome Information Page
Figure 25 represents the Related Symptoms Page which 
is used by supervisors. Supervisors can add or delete 
symptoms for a syndrome via this page, or go to other
pages through other links.
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Figure 25. Related Symptoms for a Syndrome Page
Figure 26 represents the Related Prescriptions Page 
which is used by supervisors. Supervisors can add or 
delete prescriptions for a syndrome via this page, or go 
to other pages -through other links.
Figure 26. Related Prescriptions for a Syndrome Page
Figure 27 represents the Prescription Info Page which 
is used by supervisors. Supervisors can add new 
prescription info, view/edit or delete prescriptions
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through this page, or go to other pages through other
links.
Figure 27. Prescription Information Page
Figure 28 represents the Add Prescription Info Page 
which is used by supervisors. Supervisors can create new 
prescription's information via this-page, or go to other 
pages through other links.
Figure 28. Add Prescription Information Page
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Figure 29 represents the Edit/View Prescription Info 
Page which is used by supervisors. Supervisors can View or 
update prescription's information via this page, or go to 
other pages through other links.
Figure 29. Edit/View Prescription Information Page
Figure 30 represents the Herb Info Page which is used 
by supervisors. Supervisors can add new herb info, 
view/edit or delete herbs through this page, or go to 
other pages through other links.
Figure 30. Supervisor/Herb Information Page
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Figure 31 represents the Add New Herb Info Page which 
is used by supervisors. Supervisors can add new herb's 
information via this page, or go to other pages through
other links.
Submit Add New Herbs |
New Herb Info
Form Filed
Figure 31. Add Herb Information Page
Figure 32 represents the Edit/View Herb Info Page 
which is used by supervisors. Supervisors can View or 
update herb's information via this page, or go to other 
pages through other links.
Figure 32. Edit/View Herb Information Page
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4.5.4 Diagnostician
Figure 33 represents the Diagnostician Home Page 
which is used by diagnosticians. Diagnosticians can edit 
their personal account information, create patients 
account, view/edit patients' account information, and 
doing diagnosis process for patients through this page, or 
logout by clicking Logout link.
Figure 33. Diagnostician Home Page
Figure 34 represents the patients Home Page which is 
used by diagnostician. Diagnostician can create an account 
for a new patient, view and update the patient's account
info, review the patient's medical records, or run 
diagnosis procedure for the patient through this page.
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Figure 34. Diagnostician/Patient Home Page
Figure 35 represents the Create New Account Page 
which is used by diagnosticians. Diagnosticians can create 
new accounts for new patients'through this page, or go to 
other pages through other links.
Figure 35. Diagnostician/Create New Account Page
Figure 36 represents the Edit Account Page which is 
used by diagnosticians. Diagnosticians can update patients
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account information through this page, or go to other 
pages through other links.
Figure 36. Diagnostician/Edit Patient Account Page
Figure 37 represents the Update Account Page which is 
used by diagnosticians. Diagnosticians can update personal
information, and reset user name and password via this 
page, or go to other pages through other links.




5.1 User Interface Design
User interfaces are established on the web and
therefore the system can use all user interface features 
provided by the web browser, including plug-ins and any 
added functionality that the browser may possess.. Any 
standard web browser, such as Microsoft Internet Explorer 
Mozilla/Firefox, or Netscape Navigator/Communicator can 
provide the user interface to the system. The user 
interfaces will be generated dynamically on the server 
side using JSP. These user interfaces will provide
information tailored to the user who is logged in.
5.2 Graphical User Interface and Description 
5.2.1 Login Page
Figure 38, this page is the starting page for all
users who are going to use this software product. All 
users must be created by System Administrators. Users can
log in by providing a username and a password on this 
page. The login JSP will verify the username and password 
If it is correct, it forwards to different page base on 
the "privilege" of each user.
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Figure 38. Login Page
Figure 39, if the login account or password doesn't 
exit or doesn't match, the system would return to the 
login page with an error message.
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Figure 39. Login Page/Error Mess.age
5.2.2 Administrator Main Page
Figure 40 shows the Admin Main Page. From this page,
there are two major functions that administrators could 
perform: user accounts maintenance and system database
maintenance. ..
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There are two major functions: user accounts & system maintenances could tie performed by administrators. The links 
to the screen used to perform those functions is located in the navigation bar to the left. The navigation bar is present 
In all Administrator screens.
The following operations could be performed by clicking on the "User Accounts" button in the navigation bar.
♦ List all of the existing user accounts
♦ Edit any one of the existing accounts
♦ Create a new user account
♦ Delete an existing user account
The following operations could be performed by clicking on the "Maintenance" button in the navigation bar.
♦ System database backup
♦ Restore system database
♦ Upload the backuped database files
♦ Delete the backuped database files
Additionally, the navigation bar provides buttons for the administrator to:
♦ go to the administator main page (this page) and
♦ logout of the system
Done
Figure 40. Administrator Main Page
5.2.3 User Accounts Page
Figure 41 is the User Accounts Page. On this page,
administrators can create accounts for new users by
clicking "Create New Account" link, view and update 
account info by clicking the link of "Edit," and delete 
user accounts by clicking "Delete" link from the list of
user accounts.
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Figure 41. User Accounts Page (Administrator)
5.2.4 Create New Account Page
After clicking the, "Create New,, Account" button from
User Accounts Page, the page will redirect to the Create 
New Account form page. On this.page, administrators can 
create accounts for new users by completely filing the
form and submitting it.
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Account Type: > /vlministrator
| Submit | | Cancel |
ii
Figure 42. Create New Account Form Page (Administrator)
5.2.5 Edit an Account Page
By clicking the "Edit" button from the user account
list, administrators will be redirected to the user's 
account info page. Through this page, administrators can 
view and update the user's account info, and reset
username and password for the user.
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Figure 43. Edit an Account Page
5.2.6 System Database Maintenance Page
By clicking the "Maintenance" link from the
navigation bar on the left, administrators will be 
redirected to the Maintenance Page. Through this page, 
administrators can "Backup" or "Restore" the system
database, and Download or upload the backup database file.
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Upload file: I i| Browse... 11 Upload
Select file to download:
; tcmods08062006.sql fr- | Download |
Done
Figure 44. System Database Maintenance Page
5.2.7 Supervisor Main Page
From the login page, the user will be redirected to
the Supervisor Main Page if the user is a "SUPERVISOR 
USER." Through this page, supervisors can vrew patients 
and diagnosticians' account information, and create or 
update information for symptom, syndrome, prescription and
herb.
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fSfi.13 There are many functions that a supervisor may perform on this website. Links to the screens used to 
perform these functions are located in the navigation bar to the left. The navigation bar ispresent in all 
staff screens.
The following operations may be performed by clicking the link in the navigation bar.
♦ View patients' Information
♦ View diagnosticians' Information
♦ Update personal account information
♦ Create / update symptom Information
♦ Create / update syndrome information
♦ Create / update prescription Information
♦ Create / update herb Information
And finally, the staff may logout of the system.
^BlBr
Figure 45. Supervisor Main Page
5.2.8 Patient Accounts. Page * '
On this page, supervisors can view a patient's
account information by clicking, the "View" button/ or ■ 
review their medical records by clicking their "Records"
button.
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Figure 46. Patient Accounts Page (Supervisor)
5.2.9 List Medical Record Page
After click the "Records" button, supervisor will be
redirected to the list of patient's medical record page. 
All the patient's medical records will be listed in the 
page. For each record, supervisor can read the detail 
information by.clicking its:"View" button. ■
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Figure 47. List Medical Record Page (Supervisor)
5.2.10 Medical Record Page
By clicking the "View" button on the list' of medical 
record page, supervisor will be redirected to the 
patient's medical record Page. On this page, supervisors 
can view a patient's detail medical record which includes, 
the patient's general information on the diagnosis -date, 
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Oppression in Chest, Physical Cold and Cold Climbs
Rapid cough and pant, Sloppy Stools
Tastelessness and not Thirst, Thin and White Phlegm
Tongue Inspection: Thin and pale tongue, White and slimy fur
Pulses: Deep and Slippery
Syndrome
sSyndrome: 'Cold Phlegm Match:
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[Rapid cough and pant, Sloppy Stools ' 1
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Figure 49. Medical Record 2 (Supervisor)
5.2.11 List of Symptoms Page
By clicking the "Symptom Info" link, supervisor will
be redirected to the List of Symptoms Page. On this page, 
supervisors can add, update, and delete the symptom
information.
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• • Symptom Name Diagnostic Method Classification
Emaciation of Body Inspection BODY TYPE Edit/View Delete
Puffy swelling Body Inspection BODY TYPE Edit/View Delete
SymptOI , Inspection - BODY TYPE Edit/View Delete
Weakness of body constituent Inspection BODY TYPE Edit/View Delete
’ Bright-white facial complexion Inspection FACE ' Edit/View Delete
Green-blue Face Inspection FACE Edit/View Delete
Pale complexion Inspection FACE Edit/View Delete
Red cheek . ' Inspection. FACE ■ Edit/View Delete
Red complexion Inspection FACE Edit / View Delete
1 Yellow complexion Inspection- FACE Edit'/View Delete'
Black eye sockets , Inspection EYES Edit/View Delete'
..Graen-bluain.th0jwhite nf the esze _____ Jnqnectinn _ _
Figure 50. List of Symptoms Page (Supervisor)
It could be easier to find a symptom name from the 
list by using the advance search function. Just simply 
select its method and class, and then' click the "Submit"
button.
5.2.12 List of Syndromes Page
By clicking the "Syndrome Info" link on the left, 
supervisor will be redirected to the "List of Syndromes" 
Page. On this page, supervisors can add a new syndrome
info, update syndrome info, delete a syndrome from the
list. Supervisor can build the relationship between
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syndrome and symptoms by clicking the "Symptoms" button or 
between syndrome and prescription by clicking the 
"Prescriptions" button.
^Symptom Information£ Mozilla firefox
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• •. Add New Syndrome
5 Select Syndrome type ■„. ^[select
• Search by Syndrome Name L
iYil | SUBMIT-1
1 | SUBMIT |
Syndrome Name Syndrome Type figc’WW
Both Yin and Yang Deficiency Yin-Yang Disharmony 1 Edit/View | I Delete | | Symptoms | 1 Prescriptions |
Yang Deficiency Yin-Yang Disharmony | Edit/View | | Delete | I Symptoms } | Prescriptions |
Yin Deficiency Yin-Yang Disharmony | Edit/View | | Delete | I Symptoms | | Prescriptions |
Yin Deficiency with Effulgent Fire " Yin-Yang Disharmony ■ | Edit/View | | Delete | | Symptoms | | Prescriptions |
Blood Cold. . , ' Qi, Blood & Body Flu | Edit/View | | Delete ) | Symptoms | | Prescriptions |
Blood Deficiency Qi. Blood & Body Flu I Edit/View | 1 Delete | | Symptoms | | Prescriptions {
Blood Heat Qi, Blood & Body Flu 1 Edit/View | Delete j I Symptoms | | Prescriptions |
Both Qi and Blood Deficiency Qi, Blood & Body Flu I Edit/View | I Delete | I Symptoms | I Prescriptions |
Both Qi and Yin Deficiency Qi, Blood & Body Flu I Edit/View | I Delete | i Symptoms | | Prescriptions |
Cold Phlegm • Qi. Blood & Body Flu I Edit/View | | Delete | 1 Symptoms , | Prescriptions |
Figure 51. List of Syndromes Page (Supervisor)
5.2.13 Syndrome and Symptoms Page
By clicking the "Symptoms" button on the list,
supervisor will be•redirected to the Syndrome and symptoms 
relationship Page. On this page,.supervisors can add 
symptoms into the relation by clicking the "Add/Edit"
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button or remove symptoms from the relation by clicking
the "Delete" button on the list.
oms, -Mqzllla'Fireftnc
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. , i Symptom Name 
Bright-white facial complexion 
Dispirited
Pale and tender
Pale and fat tongue body 
White fur
Fatigued and Lack of Strength 
Lying Curled Up 
Fear of Cold and Cold Climbs 
Extremely Sloppy Stool 








Figure 52. Syndrome and Symptoms Page (Supervisor)
5.2.14 Add/Edit Syndrome and Symptoms Page
By clicking the "Add/Edit" button, supervisor will be
redirected to the Add/Edit Syndrome and Symptoms
Relationship Page. On this page, supervisors can add 
symptoms into the relation by selecting the its checkbox 
or remove symptoms from the relation by deleting the
selected symbol from its checkbox.
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Add/Edit Symptoms Related to Yang Deficiency
Inspection




□ Yellow in the white of the eye
□ Green-blue skin
□ Dispirited and tired
Tong Inspection
□ Fat and enlarged tongue
□ Deep-red tongue
□ Purple tongue 
13 Pale and tender
□ Weakness of body constituent □ Puffy swelling Body
□ Green-blue Face
□ Yellow complexion ,
r-i Green-blue in the white of the 
eye
□ Pale blood network vessels
□ Yellow skin
□ Red complexion
0 Bright-white facial complexion , 
Redness in the canthus of the 
eye
□ Black eye sockets 
0 Dispirited
□ Thin and pale tongue 
□I Deep-red and Shrunken
□ Paletongue
□ Light-purple and tender
0 Pale and fat tongue body ■
□ Red tongue body
r-| Red on the sides and tip of.the 
u tongue • .
□ Green-blue and Purple
□
Figure 53. Add/Edit Syndrome and Symptoms Page (Supervisor)
5.2.15 Syndrome and Prescriptions Page
By clicking the "Prescriptions" button on the- list,
supervisor will be redirected to the Syndrome and
Prescriptions relationship Page.. On .-this page,, supervisors 
can add prescriptions'into the relation by clicking the 
"Add/Edit" button or remove prescriptions from the 
relation by clicking the "Delete" button on the list.
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Fu Gui Ba Wei Pills
,. » Category
Tonifying and Replenishing Formula
Figure 54. Syndrome and Prescriptions Page (Supervisor)
5.2.16 Select Prescription Category Page
By clicking the "Add/Edit" button, supervisor will be
redirected to the Select Prescription Category Page. On 
this page, supervisor has to choose the prescriptions' 
category first. Supervisor can add new categories into the 
relation by selecting its checkbox or remove categories 
from the relation by deleting the selected symbol from its
checkbox.
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Figure 55. Select Prescription Category Page (Supervisor)
5.2.17 Select Prescription Page
By clicking the "Submit" button on "Select 
Prescription Category" page, supervisor will be redirected 
to the Select Prescription Page. On this page, there is a 
list of prescriptions depending on the categories selected 
on previous page. Supervisor can add prescriptions into 
the relation by selecting its checkbox or remove
prescriptions from the relation by deleting the selected
symbol from its checkbox.
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Tonifying and Replenishing Formula 
Tl Liuwei Dihuang Pills
□ Zhi Bai Di Huang Pills 
B FuGui Ba Wei Pills
□ JinguiShenqi Pills
□ Zuogul Pills 
Phlegm-dispelling Formula
~1 Linggan Wuwei Jiangxin Decoction
j Submit | I Close |
Figure 56. Select Prescription Page (Supervisor)
5.2..18 List of Prescriptions Page
By clicking ..the "Prescription. .Info" link on the left,
supervisor will be redirected to the "List of
Prescriptions" Page. .On this page, supervisors can add new 
prescription info by clicking the "New Prescription" 
button, update'.prescription info by clicking "Edit/View" 
button, and delete a prescription by clicking the "Delete"
button from the list.
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Jti Bai Di Huang Pills Tonifying and Replenishing Formula J Edit/View ) | Delete ]
Zuogui Pills Tonifying and Replenishing Formula 1 Edit/View | | Delete |
'Linggan Wuwei Jiangxin Decoction Phlegm-dispelling Formula I Edit/View | 1 Delete |
Figure 57. List of Prescriptions Page (Supervisor)
5.2.19 New Prescription Information Form Page •
On this page, supervisor can add new prescription
info by clicking the "Submit" button after filing the New 
Prescription Form page.
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5.2.20 Select Herbal Classes and Types Page
By clicking the "Elements" button, supervisor will be
redirected to the Herbal Classes & Types Selection page.
On this page, supervisor can select the herbal classes and 
types for the new prescription by selecting the checkbox.
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□ Heat-clearing andToxicity-relieving medicinal
□ Heat-clearing'and Blood-cooling medicinal
□ Deficiency-heat clearing medicinal
Purgative medicinal
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Figure 59. Herbal Classes and Types Page (Supervisor)
5.2.21 Select Herbs Page
According to the herbal classes and types that
selected on the previous page, supervisor will be 
redirected to the Herbs Selection page. On this page, 
supervisor can select the herbs for the new prescription 
by selecting .the checkbox.
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Chinese Date Class | Tonifying and Replenishing medicinal□
Property Warm Flever Sweet Type i Qi-tonifying medicinal
Common Yam Rhizome Class Tonifying and Replenishing medicinal
Property | Neutral | Flever | Sweet Type Qi-tonifying medicinal
Ginseng Class Tonifying and Replenishing medicinal
Property | Warm | Flever | Sweet, Bitter Type Qi-tonifying medicinal
Figure 60. Herbs Selection Page (Supervisor)
5.2.22 New Prescription Information Page
Supervisor will go back to the New Prescription Info
Form page after selecting the herbs and clicking the 
"Submit" button on the Herbs Selection page. All the
selected herbs will show in the field of Elements.
Supervisor can add the dosage for each herb on "Dosage"
column, and make its note on "Remark" column.
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Figure 61. New Prescription Information Form Page 
(Supervisor)
5.2.23 List of Herbs Page
By clicking the "Herb Info" link on the left,
supervisor- can go to the "List of Herbs" page. On this 
page, supervisor can go to the "Add Herb Info" form page 
by clicking the "Add New Herb" button, or go to the 
"Edit/View Herb Info" page by clicking the "Edit/View" 
button on the list, or delete the herb information from
the list by clicking the "Delete" button on the list.
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Figure 62. List of Herbs (Supervisor)
5.2.24 Diagnostician Main Page-
From the login page, the user will be redirected to
the Diagnostician Main Page if the user is. a
"Diagnostician USER." Through this page, diagnosticians 
can maintain their personal account information, update 
patients'.account, review patients' medical records, and 
running diagnosis process for patients.
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Hello Diagnostician Wu 
Welcome To Your Diagnostician Page
There are two majosr functions for diagnosticians to perform:
•♦ to run a diagnosis process and
♦ to update personal information.
Diagnosticians are able to operate the two functions by clicking the links on the navigation bar 
located on the left. '
A diagnostician could go to the personal info maintenance page by clicking the "Update Your Account" 
link.
By clicking the "Patient Info" link, diagnosticians will be redirected to the "Patient Accounts" page, in 
which the diagnosticians are able to:-
♦ Create new accounts for new patients.
♦ Update personal Info for patients.
♦ Review patients' medical records.
♦ Perform diagnosis process for patients.
Figure 63. Diagnostician Main Page
5.2.25 Patient Accounts Page
By clicking the "Patient'Info" link on the navigation
bar, diagnosticians will be redirected to the Patient 
Accounts page. Through this page, diagnosticians can 
create patient accounts for new patients by clicking the 
"Create New Account" button. From the list of patients' 
accounts, diagnosticians is able to update patients' 
account info by clicking the "Edit" button, review 
patients' medical records by clicking the "Records"
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button, and running diagnosis process for patients by- 
clicking the "Diagnosis" button.-
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Figure 64. Patient Accounts. Page (Diagnostician).
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5.2.26 Create New Patient Account Page
After clicking the "Create New Account" button from
Patient Accounts Page, the page will redirect to the 
Create New Patient, Account Form page. On this page, 
diagnosticians can create accounts for new patients by 
completely filing the form and submitting it.
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Figure 65. Create New Patient Account Form Page
(Diagnostician)
5.2.27 Edit Patient Account Form Page
After clicking the "Edit" button from the list of
patient accounts, the page will redirect to the Edit
Patient Account Form page. If patient has allergy to some
specific herbs or medical elements, the diagnosticians can
update the allergy information for the patients through 
this page.
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Figure 66. Edit Patient Account Form Page (Diagnostician)
5.2.28 Add/Edit Patient Allergy Page
After clicking the "Allergy" button from the Edit
Patient Account page, the page will redirect to the 
Add/Edit Patient Allergy page. Diagnosticians can add 
allergy elements by select the checkbox or delete element 
by remove the selected symbols from the checkbox.
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Figure 67. Add/Edit Patient Allergy Page (Diagnostician)
5.2.29 Diagnosis Procedure General Information
Page
A diagnostician can start to operate the diagnosis 
procedure for a patient by clicking the "Diagnosis" button 
on the list. The first page is the "General Information" 
page. Diagnosticians must update patients account info on 
"Edit Patient Account" page first before running diagnosis 
process. On the General Information page, which will 
collect a patient's current physical information, such as 
blood pressure, main complaint, and so on.
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Figure 68. Diagnosis Procedure General Information Page
(Diagnostician)
5.2.30 Diagnosis Procedure Symptoms Page
The second page for a diagnosis procedure is Symptoms
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□ Emaciation of Body
□ Weakness of body constituent
□ Pale complexion
□ Yellow complexion
□ Pale blood network vessels
□ Green-blue skin
□ Dispirited and tired
Tong Inspection
□ Deep-red and Shrunken
□ Green-blue
. □ Light-purple and tender
Diagnosis Procedure 
for Patient " Nancy Lu"
□ Puffy swelling Body □ SymptOI
□ Bright-white facial complexion □ Green-blue Face
□ Red cheek
□ Black eye sockets
□ Red complexion
Green-blue in the white of the 
eye
□ Redness in the canthus of the c Ye|,ow in the , the
eye
□ Yellow skin □ Dispirited
□ Deep-red tongue
□ Green-blue and Purple 
QJPfeS34®JBn9H§iayi£
□ Fat and enlarged tongue
□ Less Saliva
□ Pale and tender
□
Figure 69. Diagnosis Procedure Symptoms Page
(Diagnostician)
5.2.31 Diagnosis Procedure Possible Results Page
After submit the patient's symptom information, the
page will go the Possible Results page. The page will show 
the collected symptom info and all possible syndromes. The 
matched symptoms are showed with red color. Depending on 
the practical experience, professional knowledge, and the 
collected information, diagnostician must decide which 
syndrome the patient get by clicking the "Select" button.
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Dizziness, Dry and Hard Stool
Dry cough, Dry Mouth
Dry Throat, Emaciation of Body
Insomnia, Night Sweat
Red cheek, Red complexion
Slight Thirst. Tidal Fever
Vexation, Vexation and Insomnia
Vexation and Thirsty, Vexing Heat in Chest, Palms and Soles
Weakness of body constituent - .
Tongue Inspection:
Less or No Fur, Red on the sides and tip of the tongue




Syndrome: • , [Yin Deficiency with EffulgentFire
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Figure 70. Diagnosis Procedure Results Page 1 
(Diagnostician)■
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Pulse: Fine and Rapid
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.Syndrome: Yin Deficiency [Match: 1 6
■■■■■ Emaciation of Body Red cheek
Thirst and Dry Throat Vexation and Insomnia
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Tongue Red tongue body
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Pulse:
Remark: i
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Figure 71. Diagnosis Procedure Results Page 2 
(Diagnostician)
5.2.32 Diagnosis Procedure Prescriptions Page
After select the patient's syndrome, the page will go
the Available Prescriptions page. The page will show the 
collected symptom info, selected syndrome, and the 
available prescription(s). The diagnostician can choose 
the prescription for the patient by marking the radio 
checkbox. Sometimes there may have more than one available 
prescription; however, according to the principle of
90
Traditional Chinese. Medicine, it is not allowed to select
more than three prescriptions each time.
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for Patient" Nancy Lu"
Dizziness, Dry and Hard Stool
Dry cough, Dry Mouth . '
Dry Throat, Emaciation of Body
Insomnia, Night Sweat
Symptoms: Red cheek, Red complexionSlight Thirst, Tidal Fever
Vexation, Vexation and Insomnia-
Vexation and Thirsty; Vexing Heat in Chest, Palms and Soles
Weakness of body constituent
Tongue LessorNoFur, Red on the sides and tip of the tongue
Inspection: Red tongue body
Pulses: Fine and Rapid
Fine Pulse
Has Allergy Asiatic Cornelian CherryFruit ‘ i .. ;■ - .Common Yam Rhizome ■ •
Syndrome: Kidney Yin Deficiency
i <■ ’ pizzy Vision Tinnitus
J  : _______ ’DDtZJlTrnaU-™. ThirsLanfLQjvThroaL
jMatch: i p
=it____ .... ... IB
Figure 72, Diagnosis Procedure Prescriptions Page 1 
(Diagnostician)
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•) ■1 -Available PreScriptionjs) '
!MalnJoi 02 Prescription Category
i® Io I® None .... .......................... '................ .....................................................
-|O io Io 
if. ...
Zuogui Pills ,) Tonifying and Replenishing Formula
hi Submit | [H Close J .
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Figure 73. Diagnosis Procedure Prescriptions Page 2 
(Diagnostician)
5.2.33 Diagnosis Procedure Edit Prescription Page
After select the patient's prescription(s), the page
will go the Edit Prescriptions page. On this page,.
diagnosticians are able to edit the dosage for each herb, 
change the elements or add more herbs when it is) 
necessary. If the elements .are the patient<s allergy 
factors, its background color will turn into brown, and
there will be- an asterisk symbol in front of the.herb
name. .
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Dizziness, Dry and Hard Stool
Dry cough, Dry Mouth
Dry Throat, Emaciation of Body
Insomnia, Night Sweat
Red cheek, . Red complexion ,
Slight Thirst,' Tidal Fever
Vexation, Vexation and Insomnia
Vexation and Thirsty, Vexing Heat in Chest, Palms and Soles
Weakness of body constituent
Less or No Fur, Red on the sides and tip of the tongue
Red tongue body ‘ '




- Herb Name' Herb Property . Herb Flever
Common Yam Rhizome Neutral Sweet •
Asiatic Cornelian Cherry Fruit Neutral Sour
.Cfverirlrrvtai* _ IZ,Hnav/_.VIr».n»F5c.laHmz,
Figure 74. Diagnosis Procedure Edit Prescription Page 1 
(Diagnostician) ■' ' J- .■ .
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Select Herb Flever
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| More Herb |
I Submit | »| Close |
Done
Figure 76. Diagnosis Procedure Edit Prescription Page 3 
(Diagnostician)
5.2.34 Diagnosis Procedure List of Herbs Page
Diagnosticians can add extra herbs by clicking the
"More Herbs" button after select the herb property or 
flavor, and then the page will go the List of Herbs page, 
in which the diagnostician can select additional herbs for 
the patient. The herb name will show on the red color if 
the patient has allergy to it.
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Figure 77. Diagnosis Procedure List of Herbs .Page 
(Diagnostician)
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5.2.35 Diagnosis Procedure Prescription Page
The web page will return to the Edit Prescription
Page after submit the extra-herb(s), in which
diagnostician can double check the selected herbs and
update the dosage, and then it will go to the Prescription 
page after clicking the "Submit" button on the Edit 
Prescription Page. On this page, diagnostician can make
the final update for the. dosage.' If the dosage is set as 
zero, the related herb will be removed on the Result page.
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Dizziness, Dry and Hard Stool
Dry cough. Dry Mouth
Dry Throat, Emaciation of Body
Insomnia, Night Sweat
Red cheek, Red complexion
Slight Thirst, Tidal Fever
Vexation, ■ Vexation and Insomnia
Vexation and Thirsty, Vexing Heat in Chest, Palms and Soles
Weakness of body constituent j
Tongue
Inspection:
Less or No Fur, Red on the sides and tip-of the tongue ;
Red tongue body • i
Pulses: Fine and Rapid
Fine Pulse
Has Allergy Asiatic Cornelian Cherry Fruit . ‘ ' '
Common Yam Rhizome
Syndrome:
•|Actiing Pain in Lumbar & Knees Amenorrhea Dark Urine Dizzy Vision Dry
Figure 78. Diagnosis Procedure Prescription Page 1 
(Diagnostician)
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^Diagnosis Procedure - Mozilla firefox
Ejla View Go Bookmarks lools Help
<^i! f-fy *• (,'3j [O http://ftos.ias.csusb.edui6060Acmods/DiayiosisPresptEdit.^p




[Has Allergy Asiatic Cornelian Cherry Fruit 
Common Yam Rhizome
Syndrome: ’[Kidney Yin Deficiency Match:
JAching Pain in Lumbar & Knees Amenorrhea Dark Urine Dizzy Vision Dry 
JThroat Insomnia Less Urine Night Sweat Scanty Menstruation Thirst and 




Less or No Fur Less Saliva
.Pulse: ’ ■ [Fin© and Rapid
| Herbjs| ht Prescription [
[Herb Name [(Property JjFlever jDosage ’>
[Bodder Seed ([Warm r|Pungent, Sweet ilt'jL.™___J
(Chinese Magnoliavine Fruit ilwarm jlsour <j» 1
[Prepared Rehmannia Root [[Warm [
iDoer-hom Gelatin [[Warm
iBarbaryWolfberry Fruit [[Neutral ’
Sweet ’[[18 )
Sweet, Salty i|jl2_.............................. j
Sweet .![is [
[Indian Bread [[Neutral Sweet >[[15 [•
[Medicinal Cyathula Root [[Neutral Sweet, Bitter '1(9 _ _ j
[Tortoise Shell Gelatin [(Neutral
ij Submit J
Sweet, Sally ,|[12 j
, Close | ■
Figure 79. Diagnosis Procedure Prescription Page 2
(Diagnostician)
5.2.36 Diagnosis Result Page
The final page for the diagnosis procedure is
"Diagnosis Result" page. This is the final report and 
medical record for this diagnosis process. On this page, 
it shows the patient's current health status in the 
General Information section, and diagnosis results which 
include the patient's symptoms, syndrome and prescription
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^ General Patient ‘Informatfqji -.Mozilla Firefox
E/s Edit gew gp Bookmarks loots Hdp K
* ££»> " cl?’ ^0^ [Q httpi//ftos.las.csusb.edu:8080Acmods/DiagnosisReaJt.isp
iji* Getting Started Latest Hwtrffrras ‘
i-Vji © Go ([Qt
«0fc$ns*0ta&nes&System * ‘ v , /“ *' \ „ t \,
S .r- ■■.:- -> •">'>’ ; Wgg i* -
Diagnosis Result 
for Patient " Nancy Lu"
SliSlIBl General Information




Blood Pleasure Systolic Pressure 133 mmHg
KgattentlOg 000-00-1233 
Age 33 r 'Gender? Female
~5ejght:]5.2 Inches BSEAj^felghti) 126 Lbs 
. Blood Group. A
Diastolic Pressure 83 mmHg
Allot ny Asiatic Cornelian Cherry Fruit.
■Bt^atc^yMTaw Common Yam Rhizome 
BHagnosScjM  ̂Diagnostician Wu 123-00-99991




Dizziness', Dry and Hard Stool 
Dry cough, Diy Mouth - '
Dry Throat, Emaciation of Body 
Insomnia,■■ Night Sweat 
Red cheek, Red complexion 
uSIiatitJhlcst,... .TidaLEavac -
Figure 80. Diagnosis Result Page 1 (Diagnostician)
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1^9 General Pnhent Information, Mozilla Hrefox^ »,K<-t f
k > » ' * - < < «* «SS ' . — ",«r“ ‘ & - # “ a
Ejle • £cft Vjew Go, -Bookmarks, lools Help - ■ - ;y..... ■ is:/,/:?/ /...
[id http://ftos.ias.csusb.edu:8080/tcmods/DiagnosisResiA.jsp ______ i*il @ ’Go (U _ _ _
♦ Getting Started Latest Headlines . ■
J---—... ..... —•...“........... - ~. 41
[Pulses: . [Fine and Rapid 
[Fine Pulse
'Syndrome: Kidney Yin Deficiency [Match: ■[ 7
Symptoms:
Aching Pain in Lumbar & Knees Amenorrhea DarkUrine ' Dizzy Vision Dry 
Throat Insomnia LessUnne Night Sweat Scanty Menstruation -Thirst and 
DryThroat Tidal Fever ' Tinnitus Vexing Heat in Chest, Pairns and Soles
Tongue
Inspection: Less or No Fur Less Saliva .
[Pulse: ’ Fine and Rapid ‘ ,,
Herb(s) in Prescription
(Herb Name nProperty ilFlever Dosaye
(Medicinal Cyathula Root ■ . i - [[Neutral [{Sweet, Bitter .if9 , I
{Indian Bread ([Neutral ’(sweet 15 i
[Barbary Wolfberry Fruit , , . .([Neutral ilSweet [15
[Deer-horn Gelatin iiWarm [[Sweet, Salty j[l2 i
(Prepared Rehmannia Root ■ - .‘.Warm ([Sweet ■118 I
[Chinese Magnoliavine Fruit ([Warm [[Sour ....... (.. ......Ji?.......J
[Bodder Seed [' - - [Warm [[Pungent, Sweet [112 [
[Tortoise Shell Gelatin [[Neutral ([Sweet, Salty i[12 i
[ Finish )
[ Print View |
Donet . ..... . . . .. . s ;c-/c:cr..L ‘c V’Z;S:




To validate a system, just having an understanding of 
computers and software systems is not adequate. It is 
essential to fully understand the process and the 
equipment that is being validated. Validation testing is a 
concern that overlaps with integration testing. Ensuring 
that the application fulfils its specification is a major 
criterion for the construction of an integration test. 
Validation testing also overlaps to a large extent with 
system testing, where the application is tested with 
respect to its typical working environment.
6.1 Unit Test
The Unit test presents the basic level of testing on 
all the individual components. The individual components
include the object, the class, and the program in the 
system. The following table shows the results of the unit
test for the Traditional Chinese Medicine On-line
Diagnosis System.
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Table 24. The Unit Test Results
Unit Test Tests Performed Results
Login page • Check the correctness of the displayed 
data in JSP included pages components.
• Verify the login function working 
properly and get the error message 
properly.
OK
Admin Main page • Check the correctness of the displayed 
data.




• Check the correctness of the displayed 
data.
• Check the entire selection list, 
buttons, and links working properly.






• Check the correctness of the displayed 
data.
• Check the entire buttons and links 
working properly.
• Check JavaScript function working 
properly.
• Verify all links and buttons working as 
expected.





• Check the correctness of the displayed 
data.
• Verify all links and buttons working as 
expected.
• Test the correctness of the validation 
for all input data.
• Verify the page can get the error 






• Check the correctness of the displayed 
data.
• Check the entire buttons and links 
working properly.






• Check the correctness of the displayed 
data.
• Check the entire buttons and links 
working properly.





• Check the correctness of the displayed 
data.
• Check the links working properly.
OK
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• Check the correctness of the displayed 
data.
• Check the entire selection list, 





• Check the correctness of the displayed 
data.





• Check the correctness of the displayed 
data.
• Check the entire selection list, 





• Check the correctness of the displayed 
data.
• Verify all links and'buttons working as 
expected.
• Test the correctness of the validation 
for all input data.
• Verify the page can get the error 







• Check the correctness of the displayed 
data.
• Check the entire selection list, 
buttons, and links working properly.








• Check the correctness of the displayed 
data.
• Check the entire buttons and links 
working properly.
• Check JavaScript function working 
properly.
® Verify all links and buttons working as 
expected.







• Check the correctness of the displayed 
data.
• Verify all links and buttons working as 
expected.
• Test the correctness of the validation 
for all input data.
• Verify the page can get the error 








• Check the correctness of the displayed 
data.
• Check the entire buttons and links 
working properly.




Unit Test Tests Performed Results
Diagnostician 
Main page
• Check the correctness of the displayed 
data.





• Check the correctness of the displayed 
data.
• Check the entire selection list, 





• Check the correctness of the displayed 
data.
• Check the entire buttons and links 
working properly.
• Verify all links and buttons working as 
expected.





• Check the correctness of the displayed 
data.
• Check the entire buttons and links 
working properly.
• Verify all links and buttons working as 
expected.





• Check the correctness of the displayed 
data.





• Check the correctness .of the displayed 
data.
• Verify all links and buttons working as 
expected.
• Test the correctness of the validation 
for all input data.
• Verify the page can get the error 




Subsystem testing is the next step up in the testing 
process where all related units from a subsystem does a 
certain task. Thus, the subsystem test process is useful 
for detecting interface errors and specific functions. 
Table 7 show subsystem test results in detail.
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Table 25. Subsystem Test Results




• Make sure all the information is displayed 
properly.
• Make sure the backup files are stored in 
the backup folder automatically and 
correctly.
• Make sure the selected database file is 
able to be successfully restored into the 
system.
• Make sure the selected database files is 
able to be successfully removed from the 
backup folder.
• Make sure the selected file is able to be 





• Test if it can get the error message.
• Make sure the result of authorizing user 
is correct.
• Verify the login user information is store 
in session properly.
® Verify the login page redirect to the






• Make sure all the existing users are list 
in the user list.
• Check if the subsystem can detect the 
error of creating of the user that exists 
in the subsystem.
• Check if the user can update his/her 
personal account properly.
• Verify the created user information is the 
same as the information provided.
• Verify the subsystem can delete a user 
account properly.






• Make sure the subsystem checks the user 
privilege before forwarding to edit page.
• Verify the subsystem check the user 
privilege before update the page 
information.
• Verify if the subsystem shows the page 










• Make sure all the existing symptoms and 
syndromes are listed properly.
• Check if the diagnosis subsystem can run 
the searching and matching to find the 
syndrome information correctly.
• Check if the supervisor can add/delete 
symptoms properly.
• Verify the displayed symptom/syndrome 








• Make sure all the existing herbs and 
prescriptions are listed properly.
• Check if the diagnosis subsystem can run ■ 
the searching and matching to find the 
prescription information correctly.
• Check if the supervisor can add/delete 
herbs properly.
• Verify the displayed herb/prescription 






• Make sure the subsystem checks the patient 
allergy information when edit the 
prescription.
• Verify the subsystem mark the herb names 
if the patient has allergy to them.
• Check if the diagnostician is able to 




• Make sure the diagnostician can update 
patient account information successfully.
• Check if the diagnostician can update 
patient's allergy information.
• Make sure the diagnostician is able to 
file patient's symptoms information.
• Verify if the searching and matching 
function can find out the correct 
syndrome.
• Check if the diagnostician can create the 
prescription successfully.





• Check if the subsystem checks for user 
privilege before showing pages.
• Verify the page is showing properly after 
the user click on the page link.
OK
Security • Verify the page will be redirected to




6.3 System Test Plan
System test plan is’ a test process that uses real 
data, which the system is intended to manipulate, to test 
the system. First of all the subsystem will be integrated 
into one system. Then test the system by using a variety
of data to see the overall results.
The steps for the system test plan are showed in the 
following table:
Table 26. System Test Results
System Test Results
1. Install the TCMODS into server. OK
2. Start up all services such as TOMCAT engine,
MySQL database engine. OK





The Maintenance Manual provides maintenance personnel 
with the information necessary to maintain the system 
effectively. The manual provides the definition of the 
software support environment, the roles and
responsibilities of maintenance personnel, and the regular 
activities essential to the support and maintenance of 
program modules, job streams, and database structures. In 
TCMODS, there are 2 major issues: Software Installation
and Database Installation.
7.1 Software Installation
In TCMODS, it requires RedHat, MySQL, JSDK, and 
TOMCAT to run the programs. Once the system has been 
setup, use the following steps to install the TCMODS 
software systems.
1. Upload both databaseinfo and tcmods two folders 
and their contents to /tomcat/webapps.
2. The database connection information is stored in
/tomcat/webapps/databaseinfo




4. All the *.java are stored in. 
/tomcat/webapps/tcmods/WEB- 
INF/classes/com/tcmods




The TCMODS current backup database file is stored in 
/tomcat/webapps/tcmods/backup
1. Create tcmods database
2. Restore current database tables from
/tomcat/webapps/tcmods/backup
7.3 Backup and Restore
Protecting system information is one of the system
administrator's most import tasks. Backups allow the 
administrator to restore a file system to the condition it
was in at the time of the last backup. Backups must be
done carefully and on a strict schedule. The backup system
and backup media must also be tested regularly to verify 
that they are working correctly. There are two steps to 
back up TCMODS. One is to backup the database which is




To backup TCMODS database, it could be done by- 
administrator user through the user interface on 
"Maintenance" page.
1. Log into TCMODS as an administrator user.
2. Go to "Maintenance" page.
3. Click the "Database Backup" button.
4. TCMODS will automatically backup the database
and store the backup file in 
/tomcat/webapps/tcmods/backup
The backup file name follows the nomenclature: 
tcmods-yyyymmddhhMMssAM(PM).sql
7.3.2 System Backup
All the system files are stored in the directory 
"/tomcat/webapps/databaseinfo," "/tomcat/webapps/tcmods" 
and the subdirectory of its. Thus, in order to backup the 
system files, we can compress this directory by using the 
compress program "tar" to backup the system files:
tar -cvf filename.tar tcmods databaselnfo
7.3.3 System Restore
To restore the system file, simply extract the backup 




To restore the database needed for the system, go to 
the directory /tomcat/webapps/tcmods/backup, and execute 
the following commands:
1. Create database tcmods;




CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
8.1 Conclusion
In this project, Traditional Chinese Medicine On-line 
Diagnosis System provides an easy, convenient, and 
user-friendly approach to assist TCM practitioner to 
examine a patient's health state. And the TCMODS will 
generate the patient's medical record, which includes the 
symptoms of disease, syndrome information and 
prescription. This project uses Tomcat Web Server and 
could be run in Linux platform with MySQL database. 
Javascript, JSP and HTML are used in implementing this 
project. All dynamic contents are handled by JSP. The main 
logic was written in Java, and a data source was used to 
connect to the MySQL database. This system supports many
web browsers like Windows Internet Explorer, Mozilla
Firefox and Netscape.
TCMODS is easy-to-use, user-oriented system of 
web-based application. Administrators set up accounts for 
supervisors and diagnosticians. Each supervisor account 
will be differentiated with more technical functionality
compared to diagnostician accounts.
There are some limitations for this project.
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1. All accounts can only be assigned by 
administrators. This is designed for security 
purposes. This project was not designed for 
commercial purpose. Only authorized people,
teachers and students, will be allowed to access
the system.
2. All of the information regarding syndromes, 
symptoms, herbs, and prescriptions can only be 
created and edited by supervisors who are 
experienced TCM practitioners. Since all the 
information will affect the .accuracy at
diagnosis results.
3. TCMODS only allows the diagnostician users to 
operate diagnosis process for patients. This 
design is aimed to segregate the administration 
system from the medical system in a clinic. 
However, whether this is an ideal design or not 
will need to consult experienced TCM clinic 
practitioners.
8.2 Future Directions
Some possible improvements can be made for
Traditional Chinese Medicine On-line Diagnosis System in 
the future directions of this system.
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First, instead of using model 1 architecture, 
implementing the Model-View-Controller (MVC) design 
pattern to make the software have a better and stronger
structure.
The second, Windows OS has a different file system 
from Linux OS, the "Maintenance" page can only running on 
the Linux system. In order to make TCMODS be adopted 
commonly, it is necessary to redesign and make TCMODS as a
cross-platform system.
Moreover, color is an important sign in TCM, such as 
in the inspection of'face, skin and tongue. It will be 
able to improve the efficiency and accurate in diagnosis 
process if the image identify technique could be utilized
in TCMODS.
In the Traditional Chinese Medicine, not only uses
herbal prescription in the treatment, but also the
acupuncture & moxibustion therapy, naprapathy, and so on.
All of the information should be included in TCMODS and to
provide patients a more complete therapy recommendation.
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